Crimes Against Humanity
By Dean L. Gano; Updated May 2022
Prolog:
This was a very difficult paper to write because it addresses the truth behind all the
fears that are driving people mad since COVID-19 struck. Sanity, intellectual honesty,
critical thinking and rationality are dead. The COVID response killed those human
qualities and purposefully discouraged and disparagingly labeles anyone who still
engages with them. Before you read this, you need to understand that this is not about
shoving data down your throat to convince you of something, but about helping you
overcome the fears that have been driving your behavior; to help you start talking about
and understanding those fears. This is mostly information provided by people in the
government or agencies thereof and other recognized healthcare organizations.
Information that has been withheld from you by the politicians, government agencies,
and the propagandist media. At the core of this propaganda is the mandates, and while
the full nature of the risks from getting vaccinated are unknown, the emerging reports
presented herein are not good and getting worst every day. Also, I know that because
most people did not spend 25+ years performing and teaching problem analysis like I
did and do not have the time or desire to do this kind of research, I only ask that before
you reject any of it you spend at least 1/50th of the time that I took (150 hrs.) to research
and write this paper and read the referenced reports. That means only about three
hours of your time compared to the two years of research I’ve done on COVID. If you
are not willing to allocate that small fraction of time to learn, then you are part of this evil
lie that may kill millions more people in the coming years – not from COVID, but from
the vaccines. 5

From An Anonymous Practicing U.S. Nurse:
"Among all the vaccines I have known in my life (diphtheria, tetanus, measles, rubella,
chickenpox, hepatitis, meningitis and tuberculosis), I want to also add flu and
pneumonia. I have never seen a vaccine that forced me to wear a mask and maintain
my social distance, even when you are fully vaccinated. I have never heard of a vaccine
that spreads the virus even after vaccination. I had never heard of rewards, discounts,
incentives to get vaccinated. I never saw discrimination for those who didn't get the jab.
I have never seen a vaccine that threatens the relationship between family, colleagues
and friends. I have never seen a vaccine used to threaten livelihoods, work or school. I
have never seen a vaccine that would allow a 12-year-old to override parental consent.
After all the vaccines I listed above, I have never seen a vaccine like this one, which
discriminates, divides, and judges society. And as the social fabric tightens… It's a
powerful vaccine that does lots of evil things but doesn’t immunize! If we still need a
booster dose after we are fully vaccinated, and we still need to get a negative test and
wear a mask after we are fully vaccinated, and still be hospitalized after we have been
fully vaccinated, it will likely come to “It's time for us to admit that we've been completely
deceived.””
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From the World Health Organization (WHO) Adverse Effects Database 1
There has been over Seven Million adverse events reported from the COVID-19
vaccines so far. And because these databases are voluntary, researchers think it is only
1% to 10% of the actual number, so the number could be 630 to 700 million adverse
reactions. As of this writing, these are the numbers from the WHO and they are growing
very fast; a month ago there was only about two million adverse events in this database:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Blood and lymphatic system disorders (133524)
Cardiac disorders (177795)
Congenital, familial and genetic disorders (1924)
Ear and labyrinth disorders (98982)
Endocrine disorders (5399)
Eye disorders (111021)
Gastrointestinal disorders (589517)
General disorders and administration site conditions (1807089)
Hepatobiliary disorders (6638)
Immune system disorders (49437)
Infections and infestations (260013)
Injury, poisoning and procedural complications (177814)
Investigations (444515)
Metabolism and nutrition disorders (65598)
Musculoskeletal and connective tissue disorders (838909)
Neoplasms benign, malignant and unspecified (incl cysts and polyps) (5601)
Nervous system disorders (1257324)
Pregnancy, puerperium and perinatal conditions (7996)
Product issues (4488)
Psychiatric disorders (141502)
Renal and urinary disorders (25925)
Reproductive system and breast disorders (151191)
Respiratory, thoracic and mediastinal disorders (325486)
Skin and subcutaneous tissue disorders (401143)
Social circumstances (22312)
Surgical and medical procedures (52353)
Vascular disorders (159754)

But to put this in perspective we need to ask how this compares to a proven 2
therapeutic like Ivermectin. Using the WHO database, Ivermectin has had 5,729
adverse events in its 30 years of use. 2 Ivermectin has also been shown to work very
well (90%+) as a prophylactic medicine 2,3 to prevent infection. Aspirin has had 187,072
adverse events, so Ivermectin is 33 times safer than aspirin.
So, if you do the numbers, gene-therapy vaccines are at least 1,275 times more
dangerous than Ivermectin, which is 80 times more effective at curing an infection and
with one dose a week, 107 times more effective at preventing infection.
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Pfizer’s own Adverse Events Report 4 shows 19,582 adverse events out of 42,086
human lab rats who were injected. That’s a 47% injury rate. In the United States we
have the VAERS database to capture these adverse effects from vaccines but it is also
very questionable as defined in this Doctor’s Report from September, 2021: The
Vaccine Death Report. 5
Given these government supplied facts, do you think its time to admit we have been
completely deceived? I think the anonymous nurse is right!
From the Real Scientists: Masks Do More Harm Than Good
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Mask Asphyxiation Disease “M.A.D.” is now sweeping across America 7 and the World,
as this COVID-19 nightmare continues to present itself. Hypercapnia 8 occurs when
CO2 levels become elevated in the body. This happens when we rebreathe the gaseous
waste air coming out of our mouths and noses, imposing harmful and dangerous effects
on the mind and body. Rebreathing CO2 increases your blood pressure and leads to
rapid heart rate, chest pain, confusion, twitches, headaches, fatigue, panic attacks and
in some cases mass formation psychosis. 9 Once this becomes routine, the probability
of organ damage and asphyxiation increases. About two hundred million Americans are
suffering from this relatively new syndrome resulting from being deprived of proper
amounts of oxygen. It’s slow suffocation, and the COVID masks are partially to blame
for all of it.
Another study published in the International Journal of Environmental Research and
Public Health, 10 says after studying 65 publications, the literature revealed
psychological and physical deterioration as well as multiple symptoms which they called
Mask Induced Exhaustion Syndrome (MIES). They found a drop is oxygen levels of
67% - 72%, a 60% increase in headaches, respiratory impairment and temperature rise
in 88%, and an increase in Carbon Dioxide levels of 82%.
Not only do masks cause harm, they do no good in preventing virus spread because the
virus, a tiny airborne protein, goes right through all masks. More than a dozen credible
medical studies prove face masks do not work, even in hospitals! 7 In 1980, Dr. Orr a
surgeon at the Royal College of Surgeons of England decided to see what would
happen to infection rates if they did not wear mask during surgery. Surgeons and staff
wore no masks for six months and compared the surgical wound infections from March
through August of 1980 with the rate of wound infections from March through August for
the previous four years. And they discovered, to their amazement, that when nobody
wore masks during surgeries, the rate of wound infections was less than half what it
was when everyone wore masks. 11
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Poor Sheeple!
A study from the NIH provides another datapoint, 12 that helps explain this phenomenon.
Their Abstract says: “To examine the efficacy of currently used synthetic-fiber
disposable face masks in protecting wounds from contamination, human albumin
microspheres were employed as "tracer particles," and applied to the interior of the face
masks used during 20 operations. At the termination of each operation, wound irrigates
were examined under the microscope. Particle contamination of the wound was
demonstrated in all experiments. Since the microspheres were not identified on the
exterior of these face masks, they must have escaped around the mask edges and
found their way into the wound.” In other words, they don’t prevent the transmission or
spread of germs – It’s all a big lie!
Want more real data, let’s compare mask wearing to infection rates. Every comparison
shows mask are meaningless! see Figure 1 below:

Figure 1: Infection Rates Compared to Wearing Masks
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So, we have one more lie and one more datapoint proving that we have been deceived
by our government and the “healthcare” industry. Are they just incompetent or is this
planned by our psychopathic leaders?

These Vaccines Do Not Prevent Viral Replication or Spread to Others
Dr. Robert Malone presented a very good summary of the dangers of the vaccines and
the evil deceptions presented by many government agencies, Big Pharma, Big Tech,
and the corporate media at the Defeat The Mandates march in Washington, D. C. on
January 23, 2022. I hope you will take the ten minutes it takes to watch it here:
https://rumble.com/vt5cwf-dr.robert-malone-full-speech-defeat-the-mandates-dc.html
Especially if you are a parent of small children!

Myocarditis Tops List of COVID Vaccine Injuries In 12-17-Year-Olds 13
There are more deaths from the COVID vaccines in kids than from the virus. According
to published research, children are at risk, for potentially lifelong health effects, including
sterility from the jab. Read here to learn what the experts say. Joseph Mercola: Do More
Children Die From the COVID Shot Than From COVID? 14 And, as you will see, the
answer is YES!
From a practicing nurse in Louisiana: “We are not just seeing severe acute [short term]
reactions with this vaccine, but we have zero idea what any long-term reactions are.
Cancers, autoimmune [disorders], infertility. We just don’t know. We are potentially
sacrificing our children for fear of MAYBE dying, getting sick of a virus — a virus with a
99+% survival rate. As of now, we have more children that died from the COVID vaccine
than COVID itself. And then, for the Health Department to come out and say the new
variant [Omicron] has all the side effects of the vaccine reactions we’re currently seeing
— it’s maddening, and I don’t understand why more people don’t see it. I think they do,
but they fear speaking out and, even worse, being fired … Which side of history will you
be on? I have to know that this madness will stop.”
So, we have yet another piece of frontline evidence showing the deception.

Top Pathologist: Autopsies Show 40% of Deaths after COVID VaX are
Due to Vaccines-Induced Organ Attack 15
At the Pathological Institute in Reutlingen, 16 Germany on September 20, 2021, and
again on December 4th, a team of top German pathologists and scientists presented
findings from a first-ever comprehensive, independent set of autopsies of people who
had died unexpectedly within 2 weeks of the COVID vaccine injections. In a shocking
assertion, one pathologist calculated that, for a certain broad age group, takers of the
shots were 15 times more likely to die from the shots than from COVID. For details, I
urge you to read the reference because this is starting to go beyond deceit and is
probably akin to genocide.
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COVID-19 is not a “Novel Coronavirus” but a Biological Weapon
But, perhaps the biggest bombshell of all is that COVID-19 is not a “Novel Coronavirus”
but a biological weapon designed to kill humans and it was created about 20 years ago.17
Also, the so-called vaccines are not vaccines at all, but were made to kill people and
reduce the human population in a demented belief that it’s the only way to save the
planet.18 OK, sounds pretty crazy and if you are a current follower of the Revered Dr.
Fraudulent Fauci and the healthcare professionals who are pushing these inoculations
misrepresented as “vaccinations,” you think I am a conspiracy theorist, 19 but please
come along and follow the money and the scientific evidence that supports these
findings.20 For a reference to an untold number of articles on this coming horror, go to
https://coronanews123.wordpress.com where you can find hundreds of articles by
reputable sources.
And it’s not bad enough that these vaccines are dangerous, the FDA, whose sole purpose
is to protect us from bad drugs, is under the control of Big Pharma. In Pfizer’s case, the
FDA once agreed to seal the clinical trial data, of which only 1% has been released and
which is damning, for 75 years. 21 For what purpose???

These are Crimes Against Humanity
As you can see from the referenced articles above, this nightmare is slowly being
exposed as the most horrible crime against humanity in the history of mankind. It is so
shocking that it is very hard to write about, because it means the loss of many of our
friends and loved ones who trusted the government; not knowing that the government
has been taken over by psychopaths. For details on how this happened, read the DeEvolution of Mankind by William Taddit; January 2021. 22
In order to understand the details of what’s happening to vaccinated people, we first
need to understand the basics of how our immune system works and why mRNA
vaccines are a very bad idea. 23 In the case of COVID vaccines, they cause the human
body to produce the COVID-19 Spike protein found on the outside of the virus. By
circulating in the blood, these mRNA proteins are carried to every organ in the body and
because the immune system sees these proteins as foreign objects, it sends out killer
T-cells to attack them and in the process the T-cells start killing the perfectly good cells
in every organ in the body. As you might expect since it is pumping this poison, the first
organ this process occurs in is the heart, but it is happening throughout the entire body,
so it is only a matter of time before other organs fail to function properly or cancerous
cells begin to form. And Pfizer knew about these effects from early animal studies, 24 but
said nothing. Criminals! 25
But, the most serious attack is on our adaptive immune system itself. 26 These mRNA
spike proteins get into your lymph nodes and infect the killer T-cells 27 which are the
germ fighting antibodies used to fight any foreign invaders. They are large, Yshaped proteins used by the immune system to identify and neutralize foreign objects
such as pathogenic bacteria and viruses. They are used to fight off all diseases your
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body has developed immunity from since birth. But when these foreign spike proteins
get into the source of your antibodies, the lymph nodes, the immune system attacks
itself and your immune system begins to fail. And if that were not bad enough, a major
Swedish study 28,29 found that because of the way these spike proteins weaken the
immune system it increases your chance of cancer. Consequentially, the first bad
pathogen, like Tuberculosis, Pneumonia or a simple infection to come along may kill
you. It appears this immune system degradation will be a gradual process, and some
scientists think it will take 5 to 10 years for the immune system to totally fail, depending
on your immune system.
More evidence of this coming nightmare is that there are more fully-vaccinated-people
becoming hospitalized from COVID-19 than non-vaccinated. In a hospital in Australia,
about 70% of those hospitalized with COVID had two doses of vaccine. 30 In a DoD
Report on Medicare beneficiaries age 65 and older they found 71% of COVID-19 cases
were “fully vaccinated.” And what happens when the next more viral virus comes along?
Answer: Those who have a weakened immune system from the poison jab, will die. A
danger Big Pharma has known about for 20+ years.
To add insult to injury, contrary to the advertised effectiveness of 95%, the vaccines
tested as only 0.84% effective 31 at preventing a virus that is 99.997% survivable for
people under age 45 and 94% survivable by old people who don’t take Zinc and a good
zinc ionophore. 32 See Figure 2 below.

Figure 2: Pfizer Vaccine Actual Effectiveness
To be granted an Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) the FDA requires a 50%
effectiveness, so Big Pharma had to cheat. Pfizer in particular, because they
manipulated the efficacy data in several ways to make it look better than it was. 13 Their
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testing even showed their vaccine does more harm than good but hid this information.
See Figure 3 below for their actual injury results.

Figure 3: Pfizer’s Control Trial Results 33
The FDA also requires that any new vaccines cannot be used with an EUA if there is an
effective therapeutic medicine available to treat the disease. Well, since Big Pharma
knew that Ivermectin and Hydroxychloroquine along with Zinc were very effective at
treating this virus they had to cheat and lie to make sure no one knew of these other
treatments. Also, the FDA has recently prevented the use of a very effective treatment
called Monoclonal antibodies. 34 And according to leading doctors and scientists, 35 Dr.
Fauci’s suppression of early treatment and off-patent remedies was responsible for up
to 80% of the deaths attributed to COVID. Dr. Fauci’s suppression of early treatment will
go down in history as having caused the death of over half a million Americans in the
ICU, they say.
But, the big question is why? And the answer is; I don’t know, but it is clear that the
leaders who are pushing this insanity are all psychopaths. Which is a person with a
personality disorder indicated by a pattern of lying, cunning, manipulating, glibness,
exploiting, heedlessness, arrogance, delusions of grandeur (I am science - Fauci),
sexual promiscuity, low self-control, disregard for moral values like honesty,
responsibility, and the golden rule, callousness, and a lack of empathy and remorse.
However, one possible answer is Bill Gates and the other psychopathic elites like him
that believe the only way to save the planet is to reduce the population to a sustainable
level. 36 So instead of letting God and mother nature takes its natural course, whatever
that may be, these clowns decided to play God themselves. Afterall, they know they are
smarter than you are because they have billions of dollars and you don’t. At the core of
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this thinking is the one characteristic common to all psychopaths – they are incapable of
empathy. And what that means is that because they are not able to relate to others as
humans, you and everyone else are just an object to be manipulated for their purpose;
whatever that might be.
In 2010, the elite Rockefeller Foundation issued a report where they provided four
scenarios for our global future so they could plan for it. Here is one of these scenarios,
called “Lock Step.”:
In 2012, the pandemic that the world had been anticipating for years finally hit.
Unlike 2009’s H1N1, this new influenza strain—originating from wild geese—
was extremely virulent and deadly. Even the most pandemic-prepared nations
were quickly overwhelmed when the virus streaked around the world, infecting
nearly 20 percent of the global population and killing 8 million in just seven
months, the majority of them healthy young adults. The pandemic also had a
deadly effect on economies: international mobility of both people and goods
screeched to a halt, debilitating industries like tourism and breaking global
supply chains. Even locally, normally bustling shops and office buildings sat
empty for months, devoid of both employees and customers.
The pandemic blanketed the planet—though disproportionate numbers died in
Africa, Southeast Asia, and Central America, where the virus spread like
wildfire in the absence of official containment protocols. But even in developed
countries, containment was a challenge. The United States’ initial policy of
“strongly discouraging” citizens from flying proved deadly in its leniency,
accelerating the spread of the virus not just within the U.S. but across borders.
However, a few countries did fare better—China in particular. The Chinese
government’s quick imposition and enforcement of mandatory quarantine for all
citizens, as well as its instant and near-hermetic sealing off of all borders,
saved millions of lives, stopping the spread of the virus far earlier than in other
countries and enabling a swifter post- pandemic recovery.
If that sounds familiar, it might be because they planned this chaos as their way of
saving the world.
As you may know, there are various lawsuits now being waged against the purveyors of
this insanity and the details are mind boggling. 37,38
From the referenced article we learn: “After hearing the witness statements to the
German Corona Investigative Committee by former vice president of Pfizer Dr. Mike
Yeadon who has been a scientist for 36 years, lawyers with Reiner Füllmich draw the
same conclusion: The injections normally called Corona vaccines are designed to
experiment on the human race and to find out what dosage of a yet unknown toxin is
needed in order to kill people. The mortality rate linked to the vaccines, according to
Yeadon, is traceable in terms of lot numbers of the different batches, as some batches
appear to be more lethal than others. When taking a look at the evidence available, the
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main goal with the injections all over the world is global depopulation, according to the
lawyers involved. Dr Füllmich told Perspektiv that the lawyers preparing an international
law suit were no longer in doubt: Poisoning and mass murder through so called Corona
vaccines is intentionally being perpetrated on the peoples of the world.”
This group that includes former Pfizer vice president Dr. Michael Yeadon filed a
complaint with the International Criminal Court (ICC) on behalf of UK citizens against
Boris Johnson and UK officials, Bill and Melinda Gates, chief executives of Big Pharma
companies, World Economic Forum executive chairman Klaus Schwab, and Dr.
Anthony Fauci; Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, director-general of the World Health
Organization (WHO); June Raine, chief executive of Medicines and Healthcare products
regulatory agency (MHRA); Dr. Radiv Shah, president of the Rockefeller Foundation;
and Dr. Peter Daszak, president of EcoHealth Alliance, as “responsible for numerous
violations of the Nuremberg Code … war crimes and crimes of aggression” in the UK
and other countries.
With the partial evidence provided herein, I think there is a very sound case against
them. At this point, we can only hope that the truth comes to light and the perpetrators
are punished.

Causal Analysis
The Problem can be defined as: Crimes Against Humanity.
The Where is the entire world.
The When is now, starting in December 2019.
There are many causes and I won’t go into them here, but if we look at the causes of
this disaster, we clearly see the first action cause as the psychopaths taking control, but
the most significant conditional cause is the rise of The Sheeple 39 over the past 30
years. These are the masses who lack effective thinking skills and believe there is
always someone there to look out for them, like the government and the healthcare
system.
And according to some experts the cause of the Sheeple Effect is Mass Formation
Psychosis, 40 where due to a lack of social connectedness, critical-thinking skills, and
hidden anxiety, people are literally hypnotized into following a false leader. Once they
buy into the false narrative, followers can be led anywhere, regardless of data proving
otherwise. A key aspect of this phenomena is that the people they identify as their
leaders, like Politicians, Medical Doctors and Healthcare Agencies, they will follow them
regardless of any new information or data. After all, ‘they are much smarter than I am,
right?’ or so the thinking goes. Furthermore, anybody who questions the leader’s
narrative are attacked and disregarded. Sound familiar? This term was first used to
define what happened to the German people when Hitler took over, and it helps explain
why the Fauci followers are disrespectful of those who didn’t get vaccinated.
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So, what does this mean for our world?
When we consider the consequences of the vaccines killing maybe 40% of the people
on the planet over the next ten years, we need to look at the essential workers who are
required to maintain our current civilization. In doing an internet search on this subject,
we find a list from the Department of Homeland Security that includes hundreds of jobs
in the following categories:
1. Communications
2. Chemical Companies
3. Critical Manufacturing
4. Commercial Facilities
5. Defense Industry
6. Dams
7. Emergency Services
8. Energy
9. Financial
10. Food and Agriculture
11. Government Facilities
12. Information Technology
13. Healthcare & Public Health
14. Transportation Systems
15. Water
16. Nuclear Reactors, Material & Waste
Because there are an infinite set of possibilities, I am not going to try and speculate on
each of these essential businesses. However, you can use your imagination and see
the turmoil this may present.
If we look at just a few of these categories and ask what might happen to them in the
coming future, we see the following possibilities:
1. The first category we should look at is the healthcare industry where 70% of
them have been vaccinated. 41 If we lose this many doctors and nurses, we are
all in jeopardy of a shortened life.
2. Life Insurance companies might go bankrupt paying out insurance claims,
meaning trillions of dollars they invest in various companies all over the world
would also go bankrupt. One insurance company has already fired a warning
saying they had a 40% annual increase in deaths in 2021. Forty percent of the
US population is 0.40 X 332,000,000 = 132,800,000 could die. If each one of
those people had a $10,000 life insurance policy, they would have to pay out
$1,330,000,000,000 = 1.33 trillion dollars. The top insurance companies in the
United States have about $3 trillion dollars in assets. So, they lose 44% of their
assets which are not very liquid, so bankruptcy becomes the last option. But wait,
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the government will bail them out and we get to pay for that with more taxes, but
eventually the entire economy fails.
3. Because some 30 percent of healthcare workers will not get inoculated with the
COVID poison, and the US Supreme Court just ruled that all Medicare and
Medicaid healthcare workers must get the jab, these 30% will quit and do
something else, which will endanger the lives of the most vulnerable. This
disastrous Supreme Court Decision to force Medicare and Medicaid healthcare
providers to take the jab makes them killers of old and poor people, because if
30% of these healthcare workers quit, that means the already short-staffed
clinics will not have enough staff to keep these people alive. That means about
21 million people will be directly affected very soon and many will die. KILLED by
stupidity!
4. The Cruise-lines will go bankrupt because they demanded that everyone be
“Vaccinated” to cruise with them. This will kill the economy of many small towns
all around the world where the cruise ships are a primary source of income.
Chaos and hunger will follow.
5. And if we lose 40% of the military, China will take over the U S without a fight,
and perhaps that was the goal all the time???
6. For those who survive, they will never trust anyone in government or the
healthcare profession ever again. Without community trust, society fails to
function.
7. Since most of the people who will survive this genocide are conservative critical
thinkers, there will be fewer psychopaths to control them and our society might
become much stronger, much more honest, much more responsible and show
more empathy to their fellow travelers.

Conclusion:
It is time to fight back and fight back hard. Share this paper with everyone you know and
send notices of legal action to every government official you can. Here are eight federal
laws they are breaking with these vaccine mandates:
18 USC: Sec. 2331; 802: Acts of Domestic Terrorism resulting in Death
18 USC: Sec. 2339: Conspiring to Commit Acts of Terrorism
15 USC; Sec. 1-3: Conspiring to Commit Criminal Activity
18 USC; Sec. 175; Funding and Creating a Biological Weapon
15 USC; Sec. 8; Market Manipulation and Allocation
18 USC; Sec. 1001; Lying to Congress
15 USC; Sec. 19; Interlocking Directorates
18 USC; Sec. 2384; Seditious Conspiracy
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Also, here are a few ideas on what needs to be done now:
1. First of all, for those who were fooled into getting the jab, you need to make sure
your diets include lots of Zinc and Zinc ionophores, which may help to fight off
the spike protein replication and keep your immune systems working longer. To
learn more read: Utilizing Repurposed Drugs to Treat COVID-19 Virus. 42 And for
a Post COVID Jab Supplement Guide click here.
2. Because the spike protein can be found in all the SAR-CoV-2 variants and is
produced in your body when you get the vaccine injection, there are still lingering
spike proteins inside your body as we discussed earlier. In order to clear these
from your body please read this report from the World Council for Health: Spike
Protein Detox Guide. 43 Also, Dr. Pierre Kory says that Ivermectin will protect
against SARS-CoV-2 spike protein damage. 30 See Ivermectin or Vaccines? 2 to
learn more and how to get IVM.
3. Work together to punish all those who have perpetrated this genocide by having
an international court like the Nuremburg Trials investigate this planned event
and all found guilty punished to death because they are clearly not human and
need to be removed from society.
4. For those of us who did not get the jab, we need to support each other, but also
try to support those who were fooled by the psychopaths who perpetrated this
madness. Share this paper with them, even though their psychosis will reject it, it
may get them to wake up and follow the science, not the psychopaths who tried
to kill them and their families.
5. Regarding support, everyone needs to be responsible for themselves and
prepare by ensuring they have ample amounts of food, a water source, good and
reliable housing, and warm clothing if needed.
6. And perhaps most importantly, we need to return to the humanity that makes us
what we are by spending time with family and friends and following life’s
fundamental principles:
a. Use causal thinking, not storytelling & categorization to understand your world
b. Be Responsible
c. Be Honest, and
d. Follow the Golden Rule.
7. Join the rebellion to fight these psychopaths: https://defeatthemandatesdc.com
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